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BACKGROUND
Contract Compliance prepared its determination report dated July 19,
1995 in response to the 6 claims made in prime contractor Amelco
Electric’s request to substitute DBEsubcontractor, ASCI. As reported,
staff’s review and analysis of the documentation submitted by Amelco,
ASCI, EMCand the Construction Manager revealed that much of the
ensuing conflict between Amelcoand ASCIresulted from the following:
Miscommunicationregarding scheduling and negotiation for
time extensions
Lack of clarity on procurement assignment responsibilities
in the subcontract.
Failure to reach agreement on the sharing of budget cost
savings on the schedule of values.
It should be noted that Amelco claims that ASCI failed in its
responsibilities to design, procure, and test. As to this issue, Contract
ComplianceOffice, per its policy, deferred to the technical expertise of
the Contract Administrator, EMCand the Construction Manager.
The Engineering Management Consultant Review Comments Reference
No. 4 (Attachment1) states that the contractor’s "design is not workable."
Per our reading of the Subletting and Subcontracting Fair Practices Act
4107 (7), if it is determined that a subcontractor’s workis "substantially
unsatisfactory," such a determination shall be grounds for substitution.
Therefore in recognition
of EMC’s determination,
the Contract
Compliance Office concurs with the recommendedsubstitution.
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The Contractor stated reasons for selecting Tait base stations instead of the
OFRs requested in llle Technical Specifications.
Wedo ,eeept the
Contractors’s design rationale, and are convinced this dcdgn is not
workable. It is EMC’sopinion the use of base stations in leu of ~Frequency Repeaters is a waste of time and money.Wewish to point out
the following issues:

Base station repeaters will cause interfering "beat" tones which
will be heard in overlap areas - both at station enterances and in
tunnels near the antenna system gaps. This can occur regardless
of the sL~bility of the base stations local oscillators. This is
unacceptable.
Base station repeaters are set to strip PL tones off the received
signals, and reinsert PL tones upon retransmission. The group
delay, and frequency offsets caused by this arrangement are
unadaptable.

, ,

Base station repeaters am not designed to receive and retransmit
on the same frequency. 1) Self oscillation problemsate likely to
occur. 2) The base station FCCType Acceptance for this
equipment has been granted only for cross-frequency operation,
not s~rne frequency operation. The equipment offered do~s not
have FCCType Acceptance in the proposed configuration, as
required by the technical specifications.

I = WILL COMPLY
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